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Abstract
In order to provide a region based theory of space the notion of Boolean contact algebras has been used. However, not all of
the Boolean connectives, in particular complement, are well motivated in that context. A suitable generalization of this theory is to
drop the notion of complement, thereby weakening the algebraic structure from a Boolean algebra to a distributive lattice. In this
paper we investigate the representation theory of that weaker notion in order to determine whether it is still possible to represent
each abstract algebra as a substructure of the regular closed sets of a suitable topological space with the standard (Whiteheadean)
contact relation. Furthermore, we consider additional axioms for contact and the representation of those structures in topological
spaces with richer structure.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper investigates topological representation theory for a nonclassical approach to the region based theory
of space. In contrast to the classical approach in which (the notion of) point is primitive and geometric figures are
sets of points, this approach adopts as its primitive the more realistic spatial notion of region (as an abstraction of
a “solid” spatial body), together with some basic relations and operations on regions. Some of these relations come
from mereology: e.g., “part-of” (x ≤ y), “overlap” (xOy), its dual “underlap” (xUy), and others definable in terms of
these. The region based theory of space extends classical mereology by considering some new relations among regions
which are topological in nature, such as “contact” (xCy), “nontangential part-of” (x  y) and many others definable
mainly by means of the contact and part-of relations. This is one of the reasons that the extension of mereology with
these new relations is commonly called “mereotopology”.
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The simplest algebraic counterpart to mereotopology is contact algebra, which appears in a number of papers under
various names (see for instance [4,6,7,9,10,11,19,20]). A contact algebra is a Boolean algebra extended by a relation
C, called a contact relation, which satisfies several axioms. An early, but generally unknown paper on this subject is
[21]. The elements of the Boolean algebra symbolize regions and the Boolean operations, join x + y, meet x · y and
the Boolean complement x∗, are operations by means of which one may construct new regions from given regions. In
addition, the “universal” region 1 is the region having all other regions as its parts, and the “zero” region 0 is a region that
is part of all regions. Part-of, overlap and underlap relations are definable by the Boolean part of the algebra: x ≤ y is
the lattice ordering, xOy if and only if x · y = 0 (hence the name “overlap”), and xUy if and only if x + y = 1 (hence
the name “underlap”). Thus, the Boolean part of a contact algebra incorporates the mereological aspect of the theory,
while the contact relation C corresponds to the topological part of the formalism. The use of the word “topology” is
appropriate in this context: standard models of contact algebras are the Boolean algebras of regular closed (or regular
open) sets of a given topological space. Note that the Boolean operations are not the standard Boolean operations from
set-algebras; rather, a · b = Cl(Int(a ∩ b)), a + b = a ∪ b, and a∗ = Cl(−a). The contact relation on open regions is
defined by aCb ↔ Cl(a) ∩ Cl(b) = ∅ and on closed regions it is defined by aCb ↔ a ∩ b = ∅. Topological contact
algebras correspond to the point-based aspect of the theory.
One of the main features of contact algebras is their topological representation theory. This representation theory
demonstrates that while the notion of point is not a primitive notion of the theory, points can be defined within the
algebra and used to reconstruct the topological space and the topological contact algebra which contains an isomorphic
copy of the initial contact algebra. Usually this is done by considering the image of the contact algebra as a basis for
the topology (as in the Stone representation theory for Boolean algebras). The topological representation theorems for
various contact algebras show that the “point-less” abstraction is adequate and corresponds to the classical point-based
approach. Recent results in this direction are [4–6,10,18,20]. For instance, several kinds of abstract points for contact
algebras, e.g., clans, E-filters, etc., are discussed in [4]. Each of these is a generalization of the notion of ultrafilter, the
abstract point suitable for representing Boolean algebras as ordinary sets. Let us note that ordinary sets can also be
considered as regions in a topological space endowed with the discrete topology, but such regions are somewhat trivial
since they do not posses regions with nice topological properties like boundary, interior part, etc.
One of the main aims in this paper is to generalize the notion of contact algebra by replacing the Boolean part with a
distributive lattice and keeping the semantics of the regions as regular sets in topological spaces. From a philosophical
point of view, using complementation ∗ is not always well motivated: if the region a represents a body in space, what
is represented by a∗? Similar criticisms can be made for (some aspects of) some of the other Boolean primitives, but
we will not discuss this here. Note that the definitions of the mereological relations, part-of, overlap and underlap,
do not depend on the complement. Therefore, by weakening the theory we may better understand the nature of the
mereological and mereotopological relations. Note that if one uses complement, all known mereotopological relations
are definable by means of the contact relation, e.g., x  y if and only if not aCb∗, and (dual contact) aCˇb if and only
if a∗Cb∗. If we adopt distributive lattices, rather than Boolean algebras, as the base algebras these relations must be
introduced as primitives. One can separate the roles of the different mereological relations and study their interactions.
For example, with a Boolean base, mereological relations exhibit properties that must be postulated explicitly if a
distributive lattice base is used. One instance of this situation is the property “extensionality of U”, the underlap
relation, which states that part-of is definable by U in the following sense: a ≤ b if and only if (∀c)(bUc ⇒ aUc).
With a distributive lattice base, we can demonstrate that the existence of an embedding of the lattice into a lattice of
closed regions, such that the embedding generates the topology of the space, is equivalent to the extensionality of U ;
i.e., without this property such an embedding is impossible. Incidentally, the Boolean underlap is extensional, which
explains why such an embedding is always possible in this case.
The paper is an extended version and a continuation of [8]. We have considerably generalized the results of [8],
considering distributive versions of almost all additional axioms of contact including the axiom of extensionality of
C (C-Ext), the axiom of connectedness (Con) which requires representations in connected topological spaces, and the
axiom of normality (Nor), which, combined with the axiom of extensionality, yields representations in richly structured
topological spaces, namely, Hausdorff and compact spaces. A new property of all our representations is compactness,
which even generalizes some properties of the representations in the Boolean case.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the algebraic notions: distributive lattices, overlap and
underlap, distributive contact lattices and two kinds of sublattices – dually dense and C-separable. These sublattices
allow us to present uniform proofs of the representation theorems under a variety of additional axioms. Section 3
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introduces the topological background and details the proof of a purely topological theorem relating the extensionality
of underlap to the generation of the topology by means of regular closed sets. It also shows that the distributivity of the
lattice is necessary to obtain such a representation. In Section 4 we show how to represent a U-extensional distributive
contact lattice in a lattice of regular closed sets of some topological space. As a side result, we obtain Cornish’s result [3]
for U-extensional distributive lattices. Separately and in a uniform way we study representation theorems in topological
spaces which satisfy the topological separation properties T0, T1, and T2 and the role of the additional axioms (C-Ext)
and (Nor) for such representations. In Section 5 we consider the general case of the representation, without assuming
U -extensionality. We show that a distributive contact lattice can be embedded into a lattice of regular closed sets such
that the image of the lattice generates the topology of the receiving space in a weaker sense. This is done in two steps;
in the first step we show that every distributive contact lattice can be embedded into a U-extensional contact lattice,
and in the second step we apply the representation theorem for U -extensional contact lattices. Section 6 gives some
conclusions and future work.
Our standard references are [2] for distributive lattices and [12] for topology.
2. Notation and first observations
For any set X and Y ⊆ X we denote by X − Y the complement of Y in X. If X is clear from the context we simply
write −Y . For a binary relation R on D, and x ∈ D, we let R(x) = {y : xRy}, the range of x with respect to R.
2.1. Distributive lattices
Throughout this paper, (D, 0, 1,+, ·) is a bounded distributive lattice; if no confusion can arise we sometimes denote
algebras by their base set. The dual lattice Dop of D is the lattice (D, 1, 0, ·,+) based on the reversed order of D.
We define two relations on D, which are of importance in the sequel:
xOy⇐⇒x · y /= 0, “overlap”, (2.1)
xUy⇐⇒x + y /= 1, “underlap”. (2.2)
The proof of the following is straightforward:
Lemma 1. If a ≤ b, then O(a) ⊆ O(b) and U(b) ⊆ U(a).
O is called extensional if
(∀x, y)[O(x) = O(y) ⇒ x = y]. (2.3)
Analogously, we say that U is extensional if
(∀a, b)[U(a) = U(b) ⇒ a = b]. (2.4)
In [22] distributive lattices that satisfy 2.3 are called “disjunctive lattices”. If D is a Boolean algebra, then, clearly,
both O and U are extensional. Extensionality of O and U have been considered earlier in the literature, and these results
show that such extensionalities can influence the underlying algebraic structure. In particular, the following holds for
a bounded distributive pseudocomplemented lattice (i.e., a bounded distributive lattice equipped with an operation ∗
satisfying a ≤ b∗ if and only if a · b = 0):
Theorem 1
(1) Suppose D is a bounded distributive pseudocomplemented lattice. Then, D is a Boolean algebra if and only if
O is extensional.
(2) Suppose that D is a bounded distributive dually pseudocomplemented lattice. Then, D is a Boolean algebra if
and only if U is extensional.
Proof. 1. was shown in [11], and 2. follows by duality. 
In particular, if D is finite and not a Boolean algebra, or if D is a chain, then neither O nor U is extensional.
Furthermore, if 0 is meet irreducible then O is not extensional, and if 1 is join irreducible, then U is not extensional.
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For example, the lattice of all cofinite subsets of ω together with ∅ is U -extensional, but not O-extensional; dually, the
set of all finite subsets of ω together with ω is O-extensional, but not U -extensional.
In [3] further characterizations of disjunctive and dually disjunctive lattices were given; the following theorem
shows how they relate to dense sublattices of Boolean algebras:
Theorem 2. Let D be a distributive lattice. Then:
(1) O is extensional if and only if D is isomorphic to a dense sublattice of a complete Boolean algebra.
(2) U is extensional if and only if D is isomorphic to a dually dense sublattice of a complete Boolean algebra.
(3) O and U are both extensional if and only if the Dedekind completion of D is a complete Boolean algebra.
Below, we will give additional conditions for O, respectively U , to be extensional. It is worthy to mention that if D
is not distributive, each of these is strictly stronger than extensionality [11].
Lemma 2
(1) O is extensional if and only if (∀a, b)[O(a) ⊆ O(b) ⇒ a ≤ b].
(2) U is extensional if and only if (∀a, b)[U(b) ⊆ U(a) ⇒ a ≤ b].
Proof
(1) “⇒”: Suppose that O(a) ⊆ O(b). Then, O(b) = O(a) ∪ O(b) = O(a + b). Extensionality of O implies that
b = a + b, i.e., a ≤ b.
“⇐”: Let O(a) = O(b); then O(a) ⊆ O(b) and O(b) ⊆ O(a), and, by the hypothesis, a ≤ b and b ≤ a, i.e.,
a = b.
(2) is proved dually. 
Later, we use extensionality in the equivalent form given by Lemma 2. If, for instance, U is extensional then we
will say that the lattice is U-extensional.
A subset F of a distributive lattice D is called a filter if x, y ∈ F and z ∈ D implies x · y ∈ F and x + z ∈ F . We
call a filter F of D prime if x + y ∈ F implies x ∈ F or y ∈ F . Prime(D) is the set of prime filters of D. For each
x ∈ D, we denote by hPrime(x) the set {F ∈ Prime(D) : x ∈ F } of all prime filters containing x. Stone’s well known
representation theorem now states:
Theorem 3 [2,15]. Let D be a distributive lattice. Then:
(1) The mapping hPrime is a lattice embedding of D into the lattice 2Prime(D) of all subsets of Prime(D).
(2) The collection{hPrime(a) : a ∈ D} forms a basis for the closed sets of a compact T0 topology τ on Prime(D) for
which each set (Prime(D) \ h(a)) is compact open. Furthermore, τ is a T1 topology if and only if D is relatively
complemented, and a T2 topology if and only if D is a Boolean algebra.
For later use we observe that hPrime(a) is not necessarily regular closed.
2.2. Contact relations and distributive contact lattices
A binary relation C on D is called a contact relation (CR) if it satisfies:
(C0) (∀a)0(−C)a;
(C1) (∀a)[a /= 0 ⇒ aCa];
(C2) (∀a)(∀b)[aCb ⇒ bCa];
(C3) (∀a)(∀b)(∀c)[aCb and b ≤ c ⇒ aCc];
(C4) (∀a)(∀b)(∀c)[aC(b + c) ⇒ (aCb or aCc)].
A pair D = 〈D,C〉 is called a distributive contact lattice (DCL), if D is a bounded distributive lattice and C is a
contact relation on D; if no confusion can arise, we shall denote contact structures by their base set. If D is a Boolean
algebra, then 〈D,C〉 is called a Boolean contact algebra (BCA). Let C denote the set of contact relations on D. The
next lemma shows that C is not empty:
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Lemma 3. O is the smallest contact relation on D.
Proof. Suppose that C ∈ C. If x · y /= 0, then (x · y)C(x · y) by 2.2, and 2.2 now implies that xCy. 
An extensive investigation of lattices of contact relations on a Boolean algebra is provided by [9].
2.3. Some additional axioms for contact
We will be interested in distributive contact lattices satisfying some or all of the following additional axioms:
(C-ext) (∀a = 1)(∃b = 0)a(−C)b extensionality
(Con) (∀a, b)(a = 0 and b = 0 and a + b = 1 ⇒ aCb), connectedness
(Nor) (∀a, b)(a(−C)b ⇒ (∃c, d)(ac and b(−C)d and c + d = 1), normality.
D is called C-extensional (normal) if it satisfies the axiom (C-ext) (the axiom (Nor)).
In Boolean contact algebras the condition (C-ext) is equivalent to the following condition (C-Ext), which originally
was known as the condition of C-extensionality:
(C-Ext) (∀a, b)(a ≤ b ⇒ (∃c)(aCc and b(−C)c).
Notice that the statement “〈D,O〉 is C-extensional” is equivalent to “〈D,O〉 is O-extensional”.
The following lemma shows that under the condition of U -extensionality the two conditions are equivalent.
Lemma 4. Let D = (D,C) be a U -extensional distributive contact lattice. Then D satisfies (C-ext) if and only if D
satisfies (C-Ext).
Proof. “⇒”: Suppose that D is U -extensional and that D satisfies (C-ext). Let a ≤ b. Then by U -extensionality
(∃c)(a + c = 1 and b + c = 1). By (C-ext) (∃d = 0)((b + c)(−C)d) and consequently by the axioms of contact we
obtain b(−C)d and c(−C)d. From d = 0 we obtain dCd and since d ≤ 1, dC1 and hence (a + c)Cd. This implies
aCd or cCd. We know c(−C)d so aCd . We have proved that there exists d such that aCd and b(−C)d, which implies
(C-Ext).
“⇐”: Suppose now that D satisfies (C-Ext) and let a = 1. Then 1 ≤ a and by (C-Ext) there exists b such that 1Cb
(and hence b = 0) and a(−C)b, which proves (C-ext). 
In Boolean contact algebras the condition (Nor) is equivalent to
(Nor’) a(−C)b ⇒ (∃c)(a(−C)c and c∗(−C)b).
In Section 2 we will give topological examples of Boolean contact lattices satisfying some of these axioms.
2.4. Dual density and C-separability
Let D1 = 〈D1, C1〉, D2 = 〈D2, C2〉 be distributive contact lattices. We will write D1  D2 if D1 is a substruc-
ture of D2, i.e., D1 is a sublattice of D2, and C1 = C2 ∩ (D1 × D1). Since we want to prove embedding theo-
rems for distributive contact lattices, it is valuable to know under what conditions we have the equivalences of the
form:
D1 satisfies (C-ext) ((Con), (Nor)) ⇐⇒ D2 satisfies (C-ext)((Con), (Nor)).
Let D1 be a sublattice of D2. D1 is called a dually dense sublattice of D2 if the following condition is satisfied:
(Dual-dense) (∀a2 ∈ D2)(a2 = 1 ⇒ (∃a1 ∈ D1)(a2 ≤ a1 and a1 = 1)).
If h is an embedding of the lattice D1 into the lattice D2 then we say that h is a dually dense embedding if the sublattice
h(D1) is a dually dense sublattice of D2. Note, these notions are dual versions of the well-known notions of dense
sublattice and dense embedding. In Boolean algebras, dense and dually dense are equivalent; in distributive lattices
this equivalence does not hold.
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Now, suppose that D1  D2; we say that D1 is a C-separable distributive contact sublattice of D2 if the following
condition is satisfied:
(C-separable) (∀a2, b2 ∈ D2)(a2(−C)b2 ⇒ (∃a1, b1 ∈ D1)(a2 ≤ a1, b2 ≤ b1, a1(−C)b1)).
The notion of a C-separable embedding h is defined similarly. C-separability was introduced in [18] for Boolean
contact algebras, and the following lemma is an adaptation of a similar result from [18].
Lemma 5. Let D1,D2 be distributive contact lattices and D1 be a C-separable distributive contact sublattice of D2;
then:
(i) If D1 is a dually dense subalgebra of D2, then D1 satisfies the axiom (C-ext) if and only if D2 satisfies the axiom
(C-ext),
(ii) D1 satisfies the axiom (Con) if and only if D2 satisfies the axiom (Con),
(iii) D1 satisfies the axiom (Nor) if and only if D2 satisfies the axiom (Nor).
Proof. As an example, we shall verify (i); proofs of the remaining are similar. Suppose that D1 is a dually dense
sublattice of D2.
“⇒”: Let D1 satisfy (C-ext). In order to show that D2 satisfies (C-ext) suppose that a2 ∈ D2 and a2 = 1. Then
by (Dual-dense) there exists a1 ∈ D1 such that a2 ≤ a1. This implies that a1 = 1. Then by (C-ext) for D1 there exists
b ∈ D1 (and hence in D2) such that b = 0 and a1(−C)b. Since a2 ≤ a1 we get a2(−C)b, which shows that D2 satisfies
(C-ext).
“⇐”: Let D2 satisfy (C-ext), and let a1 = 1 and a1 ∈ D1 (and hence a1 ∈ D2). Then by (C-ext) for D2 there exists
b2 ∈ D2 such that b2 = 0 and a1(−C)b2. By (C-separable) we can find a′1, b1 ∈ D1 such that a1 ≤ a′1, b2 ≤ b1 and
a′1(−C)b1. From this we obtain b1 = 0 and by the axioms of contact, that a1(−C)b1, which shows that D1 satisfies
the axiom (C-ext). 
3. Topological models
First we recall some notions from topology. By a topological space (X,C(X)) we mean a set X provided with a
family C(X) of subsets, called closed sets, which contains the empty set ∅ and the whole set X, and is closed with
respect to finite unions and arbitrary intersections. The system (C(X),∅, X,∩,∪) is a distributive lattice, called the
lattice of closed sets of X: ∅ is the zero element and X is the unit element of the lattice and set inclusion is the
lattice ordering. Fixing C(X) we say that X is endowed with a topology. A subset a ⊆ X is called open if it is the
complement of a closed set. The family Op(X) of open sets of X is also a lattice with respect to the same operations. A
family of closed sets B(X) is called a closed basis of the topology if every closed set can be represented as an intersection
of sets from B(X). Consequently, X ∈ B(X) and B(X) is closed under finite unions; hence, (B(X),X,∪) is an upper
semi-lattice. Finally, a family of closed sets B is called a (closed) sub-basis of the topology if the set of finite unions
of elements of B is a closed basis.
In every topological space one can define the following operations on subsets a ⊆ X:
(1) Cl(a) =⋂{c ∈ C(X) : a ⊆ c} (the closure of a), i.e., the intersection of all closed sets containing a.
(2) Int(a) =⋃{o ∈ Op(X) : a ⊆ o} (the interior of a), i.e., the union of all open sets contained in a.
Cl and Int are interdefinable, i.e. Cl(a) = −Int(−a) and Int(a) = −Cl(−a). If B(X) is a closed base of X, then
obviously:
Cl(a) =
⋂
{b ∈ B(X) : a ⊆ b}.
The next two facts follow from above:
x ∈ Cl(a) if and only if (∀b ∈ B(X))(a ⊆ b ⇒ x ∈ b);
x ∈ Int(a) if and only if (∃b ∈ B(X))(a ⊆ b and x ∈ b).
A subset a of X is called regular closed if Cl(Int(a)) = a, and, dually, regular open if Int(Cl(a)) = a (in this paper
we will mainly work with regular closed sets). We denote by RC(X) the family of regular closed sets of X. It is a well
known fact that RC(X) is a Boolean algebra with respect to the following operations and constants:
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0 = ∅, 1 = X, a + b = a ∪ b and a · b = Cl(Int(a ∩ b)).
RC(X) naturally provides a contact relation C defined by aCb if and only if a ∩ b = ∅. C is called the standard (or
Whiteheadean) contact relation on RC(X).
A topological space is called semiregular if it has a closed basis of regular closed sets. To each topological space
(X,C(X)) there is an associated semiregular topological space defined over X; the new topology takes the set RC(X)
as the basis of closed sets. It is well known that this new topology on X generates the same set of regular closed sets
as the original topology.
3.1. Topological characterization of semiregularity
The following topological theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a closed base of a topology to be
semiregular.
Theorem 4 (Characterization theorem for semiregularity). Let X be a topological space and let B(X) be a closed
basis for X. Suppose that · is a binary operation defined on the set B(X) such that (B(X),∅, X,∪, ·) is a lattice (not
necessarily distributive). Then:
(1) The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) B(X) is U -extensional.
(b) B(X) ⊆ RC(X).
(c) For all a, b ∈ B(X), a · b = Cl(Int(a ∩ b)).
(d) (B(X),∅, X,∪, ·) is a dually dense sublattice of the Boolean algebra RC(X).
(2) If any of the (equivalent) conditions (a), (b), (c) or (d) of 1. is fulfilled then:
(a) (B(X),∅, X,∪, ·) is a U -extensional distributive lattice.
(b) X is a semiregular space.
Proof
(1) (a) ⇒ (b). Let B(X) be U -extensional, i.e., for all a, b ∈ B(X) the following holds:
(∀c ∈ B(X))(a ∪ c = X ⇒ b ∪ c = X) ⇒ a ⊆ b.
We must show that for every a ∈ B(X), a = Cl(Int(a)). This follows from the following chain of equivalences:
x ∈ Cl(Int(a))
⇔ (∀b ∈ B(X))(Int(a) ⊆ b ⇒ x ∈ b)
⇔ (∀b ∈ B(X))((∀y)(y ∈ Int(a) ⇒ y ∈ b) ⇒ x ∈ a)
⇔ (∀b ∈ B(X))((∀y)((∃c ∈ B(X))(a ∪ c = X ∧ y ∈ c) ⇒ y ∈ b) ⇒ x ∈ b)
⇔ (∀b ∈ B(X))((∀y)(∀c ∈ B(X)(a ∪ c = X ⇒ y ∈ c ∨ y ∈ b)) ⇒ x ∈ b)
⇔ (∀b ∈ B(X))((∀c ∈ B(X))(a ∪ c = X ⇒ (∀y)(y ∈ c ∨ y ∈ b) ⇒ x ∈ b))
⇔ (∀b ∈ B(X))((∀c ∈ B(X))(a ∪ c = X ⇒ b ∪ c = X) ⇒ x ∈ b)
⇔ (∀b ∈ B(X))(a ⊆ b ⇒ x ∈ b)
⇔ x ∈ Cl(a) = a.
(b) ⇒ (a). Let B(X) ⊆ RC(X). To show that B(X) is U -extensional, we let a, b ∈ B(X) with a ⊆ b and
a ∪ c = X and show that b ∪ c /= X. The assumption (b) shows that Cl(Int(a)) ⊆ b which implies that there is
an x ∈ Cl(Int(a)) with x ∈ b. We obtain that Int(a) ⊆ c, which implies that x ∈ c for all c ∈ B(X), and, hence,
Int(a) ⊆ b. This implies the existence of a y ∈ X such that y ∈ Int(a) and y ∈ b. Again, we obtain that there is
c ∈ B(X) such that a ∪ c = X and y ∈ c, and, hence, b ∪ c /= X.
(b) ⇒ (c). Let B(X) ⊆ RC(X). Then for any a · b ∈ B(X)we have a · b = Cl(Int(a · b)). Since · is a lattice meet
we obtain that a · b ⊆ a, a · b ⊆ b, and, hence, a · b ⊆ a ∩ b. We conclude a · b = Cl(Int(a · b)) ⊆ Cl(Int(a ∩
b)). For the converse inclusion, we have Cl(Int(a ∩ b)) ⊆ Cl(Int(a)) = a and Cl(Int(a ∩ b)) ⊆ Cl(Int(b)) = b,
and, hence, Cl(Int(a ∩ b)) ⊆ a · b.
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(c) ⇒ (b). Let Cl(Int(a ∩ b)) = a · b. Then a = a · a = Cl(Int(a ∩ a)) = Cl(Int(a)), which shows that B(X) ⊆
RC(X).
(b) ⇒ (d). Since (b) implies (c) we conclude that (B(X),∅, X,∪, ·) is in fact a sublattice of the Boolean algebra
RC(X). In order to show that B(X) is dually dense inRC(X), let a ∈ RC(X)where a /= X. Since a = Cl(Int(a))
and B(X) is a basis of the closed sets, there exists c ∈ B(X) such that Int(a) ⊆ c. Furthermore, a /= X implies that
there is an x ∈ Cl(Int(a)), and, hence, x ∈ c, which implies c /= X. We conclude a = Cl(Int(a)) ⊆ Cl(c) = c,
which proves the assertion.
(d) ⇒ (b). Obvious.
(2) This follows immediately since all properties in 1. are equivalent and imply (a) and (b). 
We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let X be a topological space, let L = (L, 0, 1,+, ·) be a lattice and let h be an embedding of the upper
semi-lattice (L, 0, 1,+) into the lattice C(X) of closed sets of X. Suppose that the set B = {h(a) : a ∈ L} forms a
closed basis for the topology of X. Then:
(1) The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) L is U -extensional.
(b) B ⊆ RC(X).
(c) For all a, b ∈ L, h(a · b) = Cl(Int(h(a) ∩ h(b))).
(d) h is a dually dense embedding of L into the Boolean algebra RC(X).
(2) If any of the (equivalent) conditions (a), (b), (c) or (d) of 1. is fulfilled then:
(a) L is a U -extensional distributive lattice.
(b) X is a semiregular space.
This corollary shows that if we require that a lattice L be embeddable in the Boolean algebra RC(X) of
some topological space X with the properties of Corollary 1, then the lattice must be both distributive and U-
extensional. In the next section we will show that this result can be extended to U -extensional distributive contact
lattices.
3.2. Topological models of distributive contact lattices satisfying (Con), (C-ext) and (Nor)
We first recall some topological definitions.
A topological space X is called:
• normal if every pair of closed disjoint sets can be separated by a pair of open sets;
• κ-normal [14] if every pair of regular closed disjoint sets can be separated by a pair of open sets;
• weakly regular (see [10]) if it is semiregular and for each nonempty open set a there exits a nonempty open set b
such that Cl(a) ⊆ b;
• connected if it can not be represented by a sum of two disjoint nonempty open sets;
• T0 if for every pair of distinct points there is an open set containing one of them and not containing the other; X
is called T1 if every one-point set is a closed set, and X is called Hausdorff (or T2) if each pair of distinct points
can be separated by a pair of disjoint open sets.
• compact if it satisfies the following condition: let {Ai : i ∈ I } be a non-empty family of closed sets of X such that
for every finite subset J ⊆ I the intersection⋂{Ai : i ∈ J } = ∅, then⋂{Ai : i ∈ I } = ∅.
The following lemma relates topological properties to the properties of a contact relation:
Lemma 6 (see [10]).
(i) If X is semiregular, then X is weakly regular if and only if RC(X) satisfies the axiom (Ext).
(ii) X is κ-normal if and only if RC(X) satisfies the axiom (Nor).
(iii) X is connected if and only if RC(X) satisfies the axiom (Con).
(iv) If X is compact and Hausdorff, then RC(X) satisfies (Ext) and (Nor).
(v) If X is Hausdorff and normal, then RO(X) satisfies (Nor).
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4. Topological representation of distributive contact lattices: the case of U-extensionality
In this section we will prove several topological representation theorems for U -extensional distributive contact
algebras including theorems for U -extensional distributive contact algebras satisfying some of the additional axioms
(C-ext), (Con) and (Nor). The proof idea in each case is the following: for each U -extensional distributive contact
lattice D from a given class, determined by the additional axioms, we will define a topological space X, the Boolean
contact algebra RC(X), and an embedding h from the lattice D into RC(X). Depending on the additional axioms
assumed, we introduce in D different notions of abstract point that define the space X and different kinds of topologies
on X.
We will consider separately the cases where X satisfies the separation axioms T0, T1 and T2. An intensive study
of this approach applied to the Boolean case is given in [4,5,18]. The notions of abstract point which we will use
are the notions of clan, maximal clan and cluster. These notions were first introduced in the theory of proximity
spaces (see [16]) and then reformulated in lattice terms for the representation theorems for Boolean contact algebras
in [4,5,10,6,18,20]. Now we introduce these notions for contact algebras based on distributive U-extensional lattices.
Many properties of clans, maximal clans and clusters can be shown to hold in this setting though their proofs must be
modified, due to the lack of Boolean complement.
4.1. Grills, clans, maximal clans and clusters
Grills
We assume familiarity with filters in distributive lattices. We suppose that D = (D,C) is a fixed U -extensional
distributive contact algebra and use here a notion originally found in the theory of proximity spaces, namely, grills. A
lattice version of grills was introduced under another name in [17]. A grill G is a subset of D satisfying the following
conditions:
(Gr 1) 1 ∈ G and 0 ∈ G,
(Gr 2) If a ∈ G and a ≤ b then b ∈ G,
(Gr 3) If a + b ∈ G then a ∈ G or b ∈ G.
Obviously F is a prime filter if F is both a filter and a grill. The following statement, known in the theory of
proximity spaces as the “grill lemma”, is useful:
Lemma 7 (Grill Lemma). If F is a filter and G is grill and F ⊆ G, then there exists a prime filter H such that
F ⊆ H ⊆ G.
Proof. The proof easily follows by a standard application of Zorn’s lemma. 
We give a construction of grills from filters and the contact relation. Let F be a proper filter (0 ∈ F ) and define
g(F ) = {a ∈ D : (∀b ∈ F)(aCb)}. It is an easy verification that g(F ) is indeed a grill. Next, we will associate the
contact relation to a special relation ρ between filters as follows: if F,G are filters then FρG if and only if F × G ⊆
C (iff (∀a, b ∈ D)(a ∈ F and b ∈ G ⇒ aCb)). Clearly ρ is reflexive and symmetric. The following lemma is an
adaptation of Proposition 3.2. from [4].
Lemma 8. Let F,G be proper filters. Then:
(i) FρG if and only if F ⊆ g(G) if and only if G ⊆ g(F ),
(ii) If F0,G0 are proper filters and F0ρG0 then there are prime filters F ⊇ F0 and G ⊇ G0 such that FρG.
Proof. (i) is just a reformulation of the definition of ρ.
(ii) Consider the following chain of equivalences:
F0ρG0
⇐⇒ F0 ⊆ g(F0) by (i),
⇐⇒ (∃F ∈ Prime(D))[F0 ⊆ F ⊆ g(G0)] by the grill lemma,
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⇐⇒ (∃F ∈ Prime(D))[F0 ⊆ F and G0 ⊆ g(F )] by (i),
⇐⇒ (∃F,G ∈ Prime(D))[F0 ⊆ F and G0 ⊆ G ⊆ g(F )] by the grill lemma,
⇐⇒ (∃F,G ∈ Prime(D))[F0 ⊆ F and G0 ⊆ G and G ⊆ g(F )],
⇐⇒ (∃F,G ∈ Prime(D))[F0 ⊆ F and G0 ⊆ G and FρG].
This concludes the proof. 
Lemma 9. aCb if and only if there exist prime filters F,G such that FρG, a ∈ F and b ∈ G.
Proof. Obviously, for any c ∈ D, the set [c) = {d ∈ D : c ≤ d} is a filter. Now,
aCb ⇐⇒ [a)ρ[b) ⇐⇒ (∃F,G ∈ Prime(D))(a ∈ F, b ∈ G, and FρG),
the latter equivalence follows by Lemma 8. 
Lemma 10. If D satisfies (Nor) then the relation ρ is transitive and hence, is an equivalence relation.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Let F,G,H be prime filters such that FρG and GρH and suppose that FρH .
Then for some a ∈ F , b ∈ H we have a(−C)b. Then by (Nor) (∃c, d)(c + d = 1 and a(−C)c and b(−C)d). Since
c + d = 1 then either c ∈ G or d ∈ G. In both cases we obtain a contradiction. 
Clans and maximal clans
Next we introduce “clans” the simplest kind of abstract point in D. A clan is a grill  of D that satisfies the condition:
(Clan) If a, b ∈  then aCb.
The set of all clans of D will be denoted by Clan(D). The maximal elements with respect to set-inclusion in Clan(D)
are called maximal clans. The set of maximal clans in D is denoted by Maxclan(D). By the Zorn Lemma each clan
is included in a maximal clan, so the set Maxclan(D) is not empty. Note that each proper prime filter is a clan. Other
examples of clans can be given by the following construction.
Let  be a nonempty set of prime filters of D such that the relation ρ holds for each pair of elements from . Let
 =def ⋃U∈ U ; obviously,  is a clan. We record the following lemma for later use:
Lemma 11. (i) If  is a clan such that a ∈  then there exists a prime filter F such that a ∈ F ⊆ .
(ii) Every clan  is the union of all prime filters contained in .
Proof. (i) Let a ∈  and let [a) = {b ∈ D : a ≤ b}. Obviously [a) ⊆ . Applying the grill lemma we can extend the
filter [a) to a prime filter F such that [a) ⊆ F ⊆ .
(ii) follows from (i). 
Lemma 12. (i) aCb if and only if there exists a clan  such that a, b ∈ .
(ii) aCb if and only if there exists a maximal clan  such that a, b ∈ .
Proof. (i) Suppose that aCb. Then by Lemma 8, there are prime filters F,G such that a ∈ F, b ∈ G, and FρG.
Clearly, F ∪ G is a clan containing both a and b. The converse follows from the definition of clan.
(ii) Extending the clan from (i) into a maximal clan we obtain the proof of (ii). 
Lemma 13. Let a, b ∈ D. Then:
(i) a ≤ b if and only if a ∈  implies b ∈  for every clan .
(ii) If G satisfies (C-ext) then:
a ≤ b if and only if a ∈  implies l ∈  for every maximal clan .
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Proof. (i) the implication “⇒”: is obvious.
“⇐”: Suppose a ≤ b. It is a well known fact that there exists a prime filter  (and hence a clan) such that a ∈ 
and b ∈ .
(ii) The implication from the left to the right is obvious. For the converse implication suppose that D satisfies
the axiom (C-ext). Since we always assume U-extensionality, then by Lemma 4, D also satisfies the axiom (C-Ext).
Suppose a ≤ b, then by (C-Ext) there exists c ∈ D such that aCc and c(−C)b. By Lemma 8(ii) there exists a maximal
clan  such that a, c ∈ . From this and c(−C)b, we can conclude that b ∈ . 
Let us note that in previous lemma we cannot prove (ii) without the assumption of (C-ext). The minimal assumption
that guarantees the if and only if property of (ii) is still unknown.
Clusters
Clusters are another kind of abstract points. They were introduced by Leader in the theory of proximity spaces (see
[16]), and their lattice-theoretical analogue has been used in the representation theory of Boolean contact algebras
satisfying the axioms (C-ext) and (Nor) (see [4,5,18–20]).
A subset  of D is called a cluster if it is a clan and satisfies
(Cluster) If {a} ×  ⊆ C, then a ∈ .
The following lemma relates clusters to maximal clans.
Lemma 14. Each cluster is a maximal clan.
Proof. Suppose that  is a cluster and assume that there exists a clan  such that  ⊆ , a ∈ , and a ∈ . Then
by (Cluster) there exists some b ∈  (and hence in ) such that a(−C)b. However, as a, b are in , we conclude that
aCb, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 15. If D satisfies (Nor) then every maximal clan is a cluster; hence if D satisfies (Nor), the sets of clusters
and maximal clans coincide.
Proof. let  be a maximal clan and let Primef il() = {F : F is a prime filter and F ⊆ }. By Lemma 10 all pairs
of elements of Primef il() are in the relation ρ and since  is a maximal clan the set Primef il() is an equivalence
class with respect to ρ (note by Lemma 10, ρ is an equivalence relation.) Then  is uniquely determined by every
prime filter contained in . To prove that  is a cluster suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that for all b ∈  we
have aCb but a ∈ . Let F be any prime filter in , which exists by Lemma 11. Then a ∈ F , but aCb for all b ∈ F .
Then Fρ[a) and by Lemma 8 the filter [a) can be extended into a prime filter G such that FρG. So G ∈ Primef il()
and hence G ⊆ . This implies that a ∈ , a contradiction. 
We now can prove:
Lemma 16. Suppose that D satisfies the axiom (Nor). Then:
(i) aCb if and only if there exists a cluster  such that a, b ∈ .
(ii) a ≤ b if and only if for all clusters , a ∈  implies b ∈ .
Proof. Since by the presence of (Nor) the set of clusters coincides with the set of maximal clans, the proof follows
immediately from Lemma 13 (ii) and Lemma 12 (ii). 
The following lemma will be useful later on.
Lemma 17. If  =  are clusters then there exist a ∈  and b ∈  such that a + b = 1.
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Proof. Let , be distinct clusters. Then there is some c such that either c ∈  and c ∈ , or c ∈  and c ∈ . We
consider only the first case. The condition c ∈  implies that there exists some d ∈  such that d(−C)c. By (Nor)
there exist a, b ∈ D such that d(−C)a, c(−C)b and a + b = 1. We will show that a ∈  and b ∈ . If a ∈ , then
dCa (since d ∈ ), a contradiction. If b ∈ , then c(−C)d (since c ∈ ) again, a contradiction. 
4.2. Representations in T0 spaces
In this section we will give a construction yielding topological representations in T0 spaces. The abstract points in
this representation are clans.
For each U -extensional contact lattice D we associate a canonical space X(D) and an embedding h from D
into the contact Boolean algebra RC(X(D)) in the following way: Set X(D) = Clan(D). Now, for a ∈ D define
h(a) = { : a ∈  and  ∈ Clan(D)}. Define and consider the set B = {h(a) : a ∈ D} as a closed subbasis of a
topology of X(D). The topological space X(D) is called the canonical space of D and h is called the canonical
embedding.
Lemma 18. The space X(D) is semiregular and h is a dually dense embedding of D into the contact Boolean algebra
RC(X(D)).
Proof. Using the properties of clans, one can easily check that h(0) = ∅, h(1) = X, and that h(a + b) = h(a) ∪ h(b).
This shows that the set B(X) = {h(a) : a ∈ D} is closed under finite unions and, in fact, it is a closed basis for the
topology of X.
The fact that h is an embedding follows directly from Lemma 13. Consequently, h is an embedding of the upper
semi-lattice (L, 0, 1,+) into the lattice of closed sets C(X) of the space X. By Corollary 1, X is a semiregular space
and h is a dually dense embedding of D into the Boolean algebra RC(X). By Corollary 12 h also preserves the
contact. 
Lemma 19. The following conditions are true for the canonical space X(D):
(i) X(D) is T0.
(ii) X(D) is compact.
Proof. (i) Let  /=  be points (clans) of X; we will show that there exists a closed set A containing exactly one
of them. Suppose  ⊆ . Then there exists a ∈  with a ∈ , and, hence,  ∈ h(a) and  ∈ h(a) so that we may
choose A = h(a). The proof for the case  ⊆  is analogous.
(ii) To show that X(D) is compact it suffices to prove the following: Let I be a nonempty set of indices, and let
A =⋂a∈I h(a). If
⋂
a∈I0 h(a) = ∅ for every finite set I0 ⊆ I we obtainA = ∅. Indeed, the condition
⋂
a∈I0 h(a) = ∅
for all finite subsets I0 ⊆ I guarantees the existence of an ultrafilter U such that {h(a) : a ∈ I } ⊆ U . It is easy to see
that the set  = {a : h(a) ∈ U} is a clan. Hence, for every a ∈ I , we have h(a) ∈ U , and thus,  ∈ A. It follows that
A = ∅. 
In order to show that h is a C-separable embedding we need some preparation. Following a construction in [18],
we define FA = {a ∈ D : A ⊆ h(a)} for each regular closed set A ⊆ X(D). We call FA a canonical codification of A
in D. The following holds for FA:
Lemma 20. (i) FA is a filter.
(ii) (∀ ∈ X(D))( ∈ A if and only if FA ⊆ ).
(iii) Let A,B be two regular closed subsets of X(D). Then:
A ∩ B = ∅ if and only if FAρFB .
(iv) A ∩ B = ∅ if and only if (∃a, b ∈ D)(A ⊆ h(a) and B ⊆ h(b) and a(−C)b).
Proof. (i) The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of FA.
(ii) Since A is a closed set and the set {h(a) : a ∈ A} is a closed basis for the topology of X, then for any clan :
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 ∈ A⇐⇒ (∀a ∈ D)(A ⊆ h(a) ⇒ a ∈ )
⇐⇒ (∀a ∈ D)(a ∈ FA ⇒ a ∈ )
⇐⇒ FA ⊆ .
(iii) “⇒”: Suppose that there is a clan  ∈ A ∩ B. Then by (i) FA ⊆  and FB ⊆ . This implies: (∀a, b ∈
D)((a, b) ∈ FA × FB ⇒ a, b ∈ ) if and only if (∀a, b ∈ D)(a ∈ FA and b ∈ FB ⇒ a, b ∈ ). From here we obtain
(∀a, b ∈ D)(a ∈ FA and b ∈ FB ⇒ aCb) which is equivalent to FAρFB .
“⇐”: Suppose FAρFB . Then by Lemma 8 there exist prime filters F1 and F2 such that FA ⊆ F1, FB ⊆ F2
and F1ρF2. Then  = F1 ∪ F2 is a clan and FA ⊆  and FB ⊆ . Then by (ii)  ∈ A,  ∈ B and hence
A ∩ B = ∅.
(iv) This is an equivalent to the formulation of (iii). 
Lemma 21. h is a C-separable embedding of D into RC(X(D)).
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Lemma 20 (iv). 
Theorem 5 (Topological representation theorem for U -extensional distributive contact lattices). Let
D = (D, 0, 1,+, ·, C) be an U -extensional distributive contact lattice. Then there exists a compact semiregular T0-
space X and a dually dense and C-separable embedding h of D into the Boolean contact algebra RC(X) of the regular
closed sets of X. Moreover:
(i) D satisfies (C-ext) if and only if RC(X) satisfies (C-ext); in this case X is weakly regular.
(ii) D satisfies (Con) if and only if RC(X) satisfies (Con); in this case X is connected.
(iii) D satisfies (Nor) if and only if RC(X) satisfies (Nor); in this case X is κ-normal.
Proof. Let X be the canonical space of D and h be the canonical embedding of D. Then, the theorem is a corollary
of Lemmas 18, 19, 21 and 6. 
Notice that Theorem 5 generalizes several theorems from [4,5] to the distributive case.
We obtain the following corollary as a consequence of theorem 5 which has Theorem 2(2) as a special case. Recall
that this theorem was already proved in [3].
Corollary 2 (Topological representation theorem for U -extensional distributive lattices). Let D = (D, 0, 1,+, ·) be a
U -extensional distributive lattice. Then there exists a semiregular T0-space and a dually dense embedding h of D into
the Boolean contact algebra RC(X) of the regular closed sets of X.
Proof. Since the overlap O relation is a contact relation on D the assertion follows immediately from Theorem 5. 
4.3. T1 and T2 representations
In the previous section the abstract points were clans and this guarantees that the representation space is T0. If we
do not consider the axiom (C-ext), clans cannot be replaced by maximal clans, because in this case we can not prove
that h is an embedding. But if we always assume the axiom (C-ext) then maximal clans can be used as abstract points
and this will guarantee that the topology of the canonical space is T1. If, in addition, we assume the axiom (Nor), then
the space is T2.
The constructions we follow are slight modifications of some found in Section 4.3; we omit the details.
Let X(D) be the set MaxClans(D), and define h by h(a) = {; a ∈  and  ∈ MaxClans(D)}. The topology is
defined as in Section 4.3.
Lemma 22. The space X(D) is a semiregular and h is a dually dense embedding of D into the contact Boolean
algebra RC(X(D)).
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 18. 
Lemma 23. The following conditions are true for the canonical space X(D):
(i) X(D) is T1,
(ii) If the axiom (Nor) is assumed then X(D) is T2,
(iii) X(D) is compact.
Proof. (i) To prove that X(D) is T1 it suffices to show that all singleton sets are closed, i.e. Cl{} ⊆ {} for any
maximal clan . Now, if  ∈ X(D), then
 ∈ Cl({}) ⇐⇒ (∀a ∈ D)[{} ⊆ h(a) ⇒  ∈ h(a)] ⇐⇒  ⊆  ⇐⇒  = .
(ii) Suppose now that D satisfies the axiom (Nor). Then by Lemma 14 and Lemma 15 the set of maximal clans of
D coincides with the set of all clusters of D and we may apply the properties of clusters. To prove that X(D) is T2 it
suffices to show the following:
If  =  are clusters then for some a, b ∈ D,  ∈ −h(a),  ∈ −h(b) and −h(a) ∩ −h(b) = ∅.
By Lemma 17 the condition  =  implies that for some a, b ∈ D: a ∈ , b ∈  and a + b = 1. From this we
obtain:  ∈ −h(a),  ∈ h(b) and h(a) ∪ h(b) = X(D), hence −h(a) ∩ −h(b) = ∅. Note that −h(a) and −h(b) are
open sets.
(iii) The proof of compactness of X(D) is almost the same as the corresponding proof of Lemma 19. The only
modification is that the clan  in that proof must be extended to a maximal clan ′. 
The proof that h is a C-separable embedding requires a modification of the proof of Lemma 20 in which we consider
maximal clans. The only change is in the proof of (iii), in the direction “⇐”: where the clan  = F1 ∪ F2 must be
extended to a maximal clan. This modification justifies the following lemma:
Lemma 24. The embedding h is C-separable.
Theorem 6 (Topological representation theorem for U -extensional and C-extensional distributive contact lattices). Let
D = (D, 0, 1,+, ·, C) be a U -extensional and C-extensional distributive contact lattice. Then, there exist a compact
semiregular T1-space X and a dually dense and C-separable embedding h of D into the Boolean contact algebra
RC(X) of the regular closed sets of X. Moreover,
(i) If D satisfies (Nor) then X is T2 (Hausdorff).
(ii) D satisfies (Con) if and only if RC(X) satisfies (Con); in this case X is connected.
Proof. Let X be the canonical space of D and h be the canonical embedding of D. Then the claim is a corollary of
Lemmas 22–24 and 6. 
This theorem essentially generalizes the main representation theorem for RCC systems from [10]; a new property is
the compactness of the space. It also generalizes the representation theorem for Boolean contact algebras from [19,20].
5. Topological representation of distributive contact lattices: the general case
By Corollary 1 we already know that a representation in the sense of Section 4 for distributive contact lattices that
are not U -extensional is not possible. As mentioned in the introduction we have to use a weaker version of the property
that the image h(D) of the embedding h generates (or determines) the topology.
In order to prove such a representation theorem for distributive contact lattices that are not necessarily U -extensional
we consider “discrete” Boolean contact algebras defined in [7] as follows: Let (W,R) be a relational system where
W /= ∅, and R is a reflexive and symmetric relation in W . Subsets of W are considered as (discrete) regions and
contact between two subsets a, b ⊆ W is defined by aCˆb if and only if there are x ∈ a and y ∈ b such that xRy. Let
D(W,R) denote the distributive lattice of all subsets of W (which is, in fact, a Boolean algebra) with a contact relation
Cˆ defined by R. It was shown in [7] that D(W,R) is indeed a Boolean algebra and, hence, a distributive contact lattice.
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Since Boolean algebras are always both O and U -extensional, D(W,R) is a U -extensional distributive contact lattice.
It is proved in [7] (using another terminology) that every Boolean contact algebra can be isomorphically embedded
into an algebra of the above type. Inspecting the proof given in [7] one can see that it can be easily transferred to the
distributive case.
Theorem 7. Each distributive contact lattice D = (D, 0, 1,+, ·, C) can be isomorphically embedded into a Boolean
contact algebra of the form D(W,R).
Proof. Let W = Prime(D) be the set of prime filters of D, let F,G ∈ Prime(D) and consider the relation ρ on
PrimeD. Take the Stone embedding hPrime : D → Prime(D); it remains to show that h preserves the contact relation.
We observe that
hPrime(a)CˆhPrime(b)⇐⇒ (∃F,G ∈ Prime(D))[a ∈ F, b ∈ G, and FρG]
⇐⇒ aCb,
where the latter equivalence follows by Lemma 8. 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of the previous theorem.
Corollary 3 (Extension lemma for distributive contact lattices). Each distributive contact lattice can be embedded in
a Boolean contact algebra.
Now we are ready to prove the second type of representation theorem in this paper.
Theorem 8 (Topological representation theorem for distributive contact lattices). Let D = (D, 0, 1,+, ·, C) be a
distributive contact lattice. Then there exists a semiregular T0-space, an embedding h of D into the Boolean contact
algebra RC(X) of the regular closed sets of X and an embedding k of D into the Boolean algebra RC(X)op so that
{h(a) : a ∈ D} ∪ {k(a) : a ∈ D} is a sub-basis for the regular closed sets of X.
Proof. The proof requires two steps. First, by Corollary 3, D can be embedded into a (U -extensional) Boolean
contact algebra B. Let e1 be the corresponding embedding. In the second step, we apply Theorem 5. Consequently,
we obtain an embedding e2 from B into a semiregular T0-space X. Now, let h = e2 ◦ e1, i.e., h(a) = e2(e1(a)) and
k(a) = e2(e1(a)∗) (where e1(a)∗ is the complement in B of the image of a); then h and k are embeddings as required.
The set {e1(a) : a ∈ D} ∪ {e1(a)∗ : a ∈ D} generates the Boolean algebra B so the last assertion follows. 
It is natural to ask if Theorem 8 may be extended to contact lattices satisfying some of the axioms (C-Ext), (Con)
or (Nor). For the conditions (C-Ext) and (Con) an extended version of Theorem 7 is not (yet) available, even in the
Boolean case. Using Lemma 10 the Boolean case of such a representation theorem for (Nor) (see [7]) may be extended
to contact lattices. We state the theorem without proof.
Theorem 9. Let D = (D, 0, 1,+, ·, C) be a normal distributive contact lattice. Then there exists a semiregular T0-
space, an embedding h of D into the Boolean contact algebra RC(X) of the regular closed sets of X and an embedding
k of D into the Boolean algebra RC(X)op so that {h(a) : a ∈ D} ∪ {k(a) : a ∈ D} is a subbasis for the regular closed
sets of X.
6. Discussion
There is a difference between the usage of the word topology in the topological representation theorems in Sections
4 and 5 and in the Stone topological representation theorems for distributive lattices and Boolean algebras. In Stone’s
theorem, topology is used to describe the image of the representation up to isomorphism. In our case, the topology is
used to obtain good images of the elements of the lattice as regions, e.g., they should have a boundary, etc. For that
reason our representation theorems are just embedding theorems. In this respect they correspond much more to the
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embedding theorems for distributive lattices and Boolean algebras in algebras of sets. In our case, sets are replaced by
regular closed sets.
If we consider contact structures as abstract “pointless” geometries, the question is which notion of point is suitable.
In distributive contact lattices we may define two different kinds of points, i.e., prime filters and some types of clans.
Prime filters are in some sense “bad” points with respect to the contact structure. They correspond to the lattice part
of the structure and can provide a representation by ordinary sets. It is possible to define a contact relation between
those sets by means of the contact relation between points. Such a representation is constructed, for instance, in
Theorem 7. Clans (maximal clans, clusters) are “good points” with respect to the contact structure. They guarantee
that the image h(a) of each element of the lattice is a closed region, i.e., has a boundary, interior part, etc. The
representation constructed in the proof of Theorem 8 can be interpreted as follows. In a first step we use “bad” points
(prime filters) to represent the lattice as a lattice of sets (“bad” regions) and lift the contact relation to that structure.
As a positive side-effect we end up with the property of U -extensionality. In the second step, the “good points” (clans)
and U -extensionality are used to construct a representation with the intended topological properties. Since prime
filters are clans they are among the “good points” of the second step, but they just appear in the interior part of the
regions.
These informal explanations make us think of prime filters and clan-like points in the same way that we think of
atoms and molecules, the real points of real spatial bodies. Ideas such as these were used in [6] for obtaining topological
representation theorems for discrete versions of region based theories of space.
7. Conclusion and outlook
In this paper we generalized the notion of Boolean contact algebra by weakening the algebraic part to distributive
lattice. This provided a deeper insight into the interaction of several notions used in the representation theory. As
a result, we obtained a characterization theorem for semiregularity in topological spaces, which appeared as one of
the main tools in the representation theory. We gave two types representation theorems of such lattices in algebras
of regular closed sets of some topological spaces, considered as standard models for a region-based theory of space.
These theorems are direct generalizations of results from [7] and [4]. Because of the full duality of Boolean algebras,
representations in algebras of regular closed sets and regular open sets are dual in that case. In fact, one can construct
one representation in terms of the other by duality. In the distributive case duality is preserved only for the lattice
part. Consequently, representations in algebras of regular open sets will need different techniques, which we plan to
investigate in the future.
Future work will apply the results of the paper for constructing new logics for qualitative spatial reasoning. Topo-
logical models for distributive contact algebras will form their semantics and the representation theorems will be used
to obtain complete axiomatizations for them. In this context Kripke semantics and associated reasoning mechanisms
may also be developed as in [1,13,18]. We expect that the absence of complement in distributive contact algebras will
make these logics more efficient in terms of (semi)automatic theorem proving.
Extensions of the theory to obtain duality like theorems as in Priestley’s duality for distributive lattices seems to be
possible. However, this problem is not trivial (even Boolean contact algebras) and part of future work.
Another direction of research is to extend the vocabulary of distributive contact lattices with other mereotopological
relations such as the non-tangential part-of, , and dual contact, Cˇ.
Last but not least, an open problem is the representation theory of a further generalization to non-distributive contact
structures; first results in this direction can be found in [11]. Non-distributive contact algebras are of particular interest
in application since a reasonable class of finite contact structure do not omit the distributive law [11]. Several non-
topological representation theorems for non-distributive lattices may be found in [13]. The main problem here is that
it is not obvious what kind of structure we want to consider as a standard model of a non-distributive contact lattice.
Obviously, this question has to be resolved before a corresponding representation theory can be developed.
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